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for wind ensemble and electronics 





Hydraulic fracturing, also known as fracking, is a process employed to release subterranean natural gas trapped in shale rocks.
A well is drilled and then pumped full of fracturing fluid, a slurry of water, sand, and dozens of toxic chemicals, to extreme pressures.
The force from the fracturing fluid causes the rock to fracture. The trapped gasses escape through these fractures into the fracking
fluid and are pumped back to the surface. Recently, fracking has seen an unprecedented boon as technological advances and high oil
prices have made fracking cost effective. However, fracking is highly controversial due to the numerous ground water contaminations,
induced earthquakes, and fresh water depletions that all result from hydraulic fracturing.
Fracture is a musical description of fracking for wind ensemble and electronics. The musical texture becomes analogous to 
fracturing fluid. The electronics initially provide the base of the sonic texture, as water and sand compose the base of fracturing fluid. 
Small disparate elements are introduced and packed into the texture. Once all of the components are present, pressure is relentlessly
increased inducing the violent rupture of the music. From this release the inner harmonic structure of the work sweeps to the 
foreground in timbral waves, just as gas escapes from the fractured rock. The released gas is then separated from the fracking fluid as 
the music eventually settles back into disparate elements, but now, flattened and used, they blend into one another. Fracture concludes
near to where it began, raising the question: Did the benefit justify the cost? 
Technical note 
 The electronics that accompany the ensemble are series of triggered fixed stereo sound files. There will need to be a dedicated
performer at the laptop to trigger the sound files via the space bar at the indicated time. This performer can either be onstage or in the 
hall, but it is essential the sound files are triggered precisely in time. It is strongly encouraged that a sound engineer in the hall be 
actively ensuring that the balance of the electronics and instrument is maintained. The conductor will need a monitor with a mix of the 
electronics.
 A computer running Max 7 with a high quality external sound card is required. The audio output should be connected to wo 
loudspeakers and subwoofer, placed behind the ensemble at as wide of a distance as possible. 
 A compressed archive of the individual sound files is available from the composer if it is impractical to obtain Max 7. 
Percussion Key 
tam- tam   tom-toms   snare drum     bass drum   thunder sheet 








Clarinet in Bb 1.2.3 
Bass Clarinet in Bb 
Alto Saxophone in Eb 1.2 
Tenor Saxophone in Bb 
Baritone Saxophone in Eb 
Trumpet in C 1.2.3 






Percussion 1: Snare drum, Vibraphone (with motor), tam-tam 
Percussion 2: Bass drum, Marimba, snare drum, thunder sheet 
Percussion 3: Glockenspiel, tam-tam, snare drum, bass drum 
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